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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we investigate C-lattices for which every localization is a principal
element lattice.
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Let L be a multiplicative lattice with least element 0 and greatest element I. Assume every

element of L is the join of elements of a multiplicatively closed subset C of compact elements of

L with I C. We will call such a lattice a C-lattice. By a filter on C, we mean a multiplicatively

closed subset F of C such that a F and b C and a _< b imply b F. If L is a C-lattice, then

L can be localized at any filter F on C. If p is a prime and F {A C A 2 P}, then F is a

filter on C. Following tradition, we denote localization at F by

In this paper, we investigate L under the assumption that, for every maximal element rn

of L, Lm is a principal element lattice. We call such a multiplicative lattice an almost principal

element lattice. We show, for example, that L is an almost principal element lattice if and only if

every compact element of L is principal and for every maximal element rn L, Lm satisfies the

ascending chain condition. The reader is referred to [1] for general background and terminology.

Let F be afilteron C. For a L, define aF V{x C mx <_ a, for some rn F}.
Let LF {af a L}. Then LF is a subposet of L. Further, under the multiplication
defined on LF by af oFbF (ab)F, LF is a multiplicative lattice. We denote the meet and join

operations in LF by /f and VF. We note that for S C_ L, VF{3F 8 (5 S} (V S)F, and
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A,.{**" I. e s} (A{, I, e s}). Fo finite sets S, Av{.," I, e s} (A{,F I* e s}). w,
denote the collection of filters of C by F(C). We observe that for a, b ( L, a b if and only if

a,,, b, for every maximal element m of L.

Throughout, L is assumed to be a C-lattice.

LEMMA 1. The product of compact elements of L is compact.

PROOF. Let K and K’ be compact elements of L. Write K E1 V.-. VEm and K’
’, and since C is multiplicatively closed,V-.- V E’,,where E,, E E C. Then KK’ V,, E,E.

KK’ is compact. IN

LEMMA 2. If L is an almost principal element lattice, then every compact element of L is

principal and L is an r-lattice.

PROOF. L is compactly generated. Let k be a compact element. Then for every maximal

clement m of L, km is principal in L,,. Hence, for all a

_
L, am A, k,,, (am ",, km),,.,km. As

k is compact, this gives (a ^ k), (a,, :,,, km ),,,,, k,-, (a" k)m o.,k,,, ((a" k)k),,,. Similarly,

(ak" k)m (ak), k, (am o,km):,,, k,,, a,, Vm (0,, k,,,) (a V (0" k)),. It follows that

k is weak principal, and hence principal [1, Proposition 1.1]. IN

Recall that in an r-lattice, principal elements are compact, and the set of compact elements

is multiplicatively closed. Recall also that a multiplicative lattice L satisfies the weak union

condition if for all a, b, c L with a/ b and a : c, there exists a principal element e < a with

e:bande_c.

COROLLARY 1. If L is an almost principal element lattice, then L satisfies the weak union

condition.

PROOF. In a C-lattice, given a 2; b and a 2 c, there exists e C satisfying e _< a, with

e b and e t: c. IN

We also have the following.

LEMMA a. If L satisfies the weak union condition, then L is an r-lattice.

PROOF. It suffices to show that elements of C are principally generated. Hence, assume

k E C. Let s be the supremum of all principal elements e < k. If s < k then k s and k so

there exists a principal element e < k such that e ;g a. This contradicts the definition of s and

shows that k is principally generated. IN

LEMMA 4 [3, Lemma 0]. Let L be a local principal element lattice with maximal element

m. Then L is every element a # 0 of L is a power of rn (with rn I). Hence, L is a chain and
therefore distributive.

COROLLARY 2. Let L be an almost principal element lattice. Then L is distributive.

PROOF. For a,b,c e L, (aA(bVc)),,, ((aAb)V(aAc)),,, for every maximal element m e L.
Hence a A (b V c) (a A b) V (a A c). IN

LEMMA 5. Let L be a distributive quasi-local lattice. If L satisfies the weak union condition,
then every compact element is principal.

PROOF. The proof is similar to that of [3, Lemma 3]. IN

LEMMA 6. If L is distributive and satisfies the weak union condition, then for every filter

F L(C), .LF is distributive and satisfies the weak union condition.
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PROOF. If L is distributive, then clearly LF is distributive. The remainder of the lemma

follows from the observation that if e ( L is principal, then e is compact and eF E LF is

principal.

The following Theorem 1 gives a condition equivalent to the hypothesis of Lemma 6.

THEOREM 1. Let L be a C-lattice. Then the following are equivalent.

1. L is distributive and satisfies the weak union condition.

2. Every compact element is principal.

PROOF’. Suppose every compact element is principal. Then [5, Proposition 5] L is distribu-

tive, and clearly L satisfies the weak union condition.

Now, assume that L is distributive and satisfies the weak union condition. Then for every

prime p of L, L, is a quasi-local, distributive and satisfies the weak union condition. Let a ( L
be compact. Then for every maximal element rn of L, am is compact and hence (Lemma 4)
principal, r-]

As a consequence, we have the following, where by a Noether lattice, we mean a noetherian

r-lattice (i.e., an r-lattice satisfying the ascending chain condition).
COROLLARY 3. L is a distributive Noether lattice satisfying the weak union condition if

and only if every element is principal.

It is obvious that every principal element lattice is an almost principal element lattice but

the converse is not true. For example, let R be either an almost Dedekind domain or an almost

multiplication ring (see, for example, [4]). Then the lattice L(R) of ideals of R is an almost

principal element lattice which but need not be Noetherian. Therefore L(R) need not be

principal element lattice.

The following Theorem 2 gives a characterization of almost principal element lattices.

THEOREM 2. L is an almost principal element lattice if and only if every compact element

of L is principal and L is locally noetherian.

PROOF. Assume L is an almost principal element lattice. Clearly L is locally noetherian. If
k L is compact, then k is principal (Lemma 2).

Now, assume that every compact element of L is principal and that L is locally noetherian.

By Theorem 1, L is distributive and satisfies the weak union condition. Then for each maximal

element m L, L,,, is a distributive quasi-local lattice satisfying the weak union condition. Every
element of L,,, is compact, so (Theorem 1) every element of L,,, is principal.

LEMMA 7. Let L be a totally ordered quasi-local r-lattice with maximal element m. If
m # rn2 then m is principal.

PROOF. Let e and f be principal elements _< m and ; m2. Ve can assume f _< e. Then

either f e or f _< me. The latter contradicts f m2,so f e. Now, let 9 -< m be any principal
element. If g m2 then 9 e. Otherwise, g _< rn2 <_ e. As rn is principally generated, it follows

that m e.

LEMMA 8. Let L be a local Noether lattice with maximal element m. Then L is totally
ordered if and only if the interval [rn2, rn] is totally ordered, and this is the case if and only if m
is principal.

PROOF. If L is totally ordered, then clearly the interval [m,rn] is totally ordered. Let

el en be principal elements with join rn Choose e, V m maximal in {e V rnZ} By3=1
Nakayama’s Lemma, if follows that rn e,. Hence rn is principal.
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Now, assume that the interval [m, m] is totally ordered. As in the previous paragraph, m
is principal. On the other hand, if m is principal, then by Lemma 5, every element a 0 of L is

a power of m. Hence L and [m2, m] are totally ordered. I-I

We note that in a local Noether lattice with maximal element m, the interval [rn2,rn] is

totally ordered if and only if there arc no elements strictly between rn and m.

THEOREM 3. Let L be a r-lattice. Then L is an almost principal clcnent lattice if and only

if L is locally noethcrian and for every maximal element rn E L, the interval [rn2, m] is totally
ordered.

PROOF. Assume L is an almost principal element lattice. Let rn be a maximal element of L.
Then Lm is a Noether lattice, and m is principal, so (Lemma 8) the interval [m2m, mm] [m2, rn]
is totally ordered.

Now assume that for every maximal element m, Lm is a Noether lattice and [rnm,rnm]
[m2, rn] is totally ordered. Then (Lemma 8) rnm is principal in Lm and so every element a # 0

in Lm is a power of ram. It follows that every element of Lm is principal, and hence that L is an

almost principal element lattice.

THEOREM 4. Let L be an r-lattice. Then L is an almost principal element lattice if and

only if L is locally noetherian and for every maximal element rn of L, every m-primary element

of L is a power of rn.

PROOF. Assume L is an almost principal element lattice. Let m be a maximal element of

L. Then rn,, is principal in L, and (Theorem 2) L,n is a Noether lattice. Let q be a p-primary

element. Then q,,, is a rn,,-primary element in L,,, and (Lemma 5) q, is a power of rn,n, say

q, rnn. As both q and rn" are m-primary, it follows that q rn". The converse follows from

Theorem 3. I-I

We summarize our main results.

THEOREM 5. Let L be a C-lattice. The the following are equivalent.

1. L is an almost principal element lattice.

2. L is locally noetherian and every compact element of L is principal.

3. L is locally noetherian, satisfies the weak union condition and is distributive.

4. L is locally Noether and for every maximal element rn, the interval [m2, rn] is totally ordered.

5. L is locally Noether and for every maximal element m, the interval [rn:z, rn] is simple or

trivial.

6. L is locally Noether and for every maximal element m, every m-primary element is a power

of
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